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OVERVIEW
Twin City Tile and Marble Company's involvement in the Minnesota State Capitol Restoration could be compared

to book ends on a massive shelf. Our responsibilities began with the architects as we ascended the scaffold
together to determine the scope of work for each facade and ended with our master stone carvers leaving their

unique artistic imprints throughout the worked stone.
We did not install a single stone, but were responsible for all aspects of the stone; arrival on time, with in

budget and ensuring accurate fabrication. The following are descriptions of our involvement:

Budgets, Pricing and Schedule
Selection of Fabricators 

Field Measure and Shop Tickets
Creation of Models

Stone Procurement and Quality Control
Master Carving and Blending

The project began in 2012 with CPS1 (Phase I) which consisted of fabricating one hundred and two (102) stones
for mockup purposes. The project ended in this summer 2016 with the last stone being placed and carved on
the dome of the Capitol.  Throughout the project there was a continuous flow of field measuring and stone
deliveries. The massive building was divided into four manageable phases CPS2, CPS3, CPS4 and CPS5 that

matched the four sides of the building and dome.
While many of the existing 110 year old  Georgia Marble stones received only minor crack repairs or face

grinding, thousands of stone pieces were selected by the architects to receive stone dutchmen repairs. Without
having the budget in place to restore all the existing stones, life safety and water intrusion were the main focus

for the architects. Teamwork between all members of the Stone Team was a five year collaboration of attention
to detail, creative problem solving, and quality craftsmanship.



BUDGET, PRICING AND SCHEDULE
Twin City Tile and Marble Company's early

responsibility was to partner with a quarry owner
Polycor to establish budgets and structure the scope

of work for each phase for the architects  Given a
strict budget and demanding schedule, TCTM and

the Stone Team succeeded in completing  these
guidelines throughout the duration of the project.

The contractor, architects, installer and TCTM
decided at the beginning of the project to use unit

pricing rather than the traditional Lump Sum pricing
as complete architectural drawings did not exist due
to access to the building and an everchanging scope.
As the scaffold was erected per phase, architectural

drawings were produced and stone procurement
started.

The unit pricing was established using sketches,
photos and site measuring. The challenge with

utilizing a unit pricing structure on an architecturally
complicated building such as the Minnesota State
Capitol is that the original stone was handcut on
site with turn of the century technology. A water

course or drip edge, for example, often varied in size
within the same elevation. Constant communication
between TCTM and Polycor was required to assure

accurate pricing.

The scheduling of stone deliveries evolved as the
Stone Team understood the capacity of the

fabricators. The first phase CPS2, finished behind
schedule as one fabricator was expected to keep up
with the demanding schedule of install by Mark 1.

 Additional fabricators with diverse expertise were
added in the next phases. When CPS5 concluded,

five fabricators from North America and Italy
fabricated the Georgia Marble supplied by Polycor.



SELECTION OF FABRICATORS

"... water boils at the same temperature just as stone
is made the same way between us, this is not a secret"

  German limestone producer  

Already owning the quarry, Polycor chose to
control the fabrication as well. This meant Twin

City Tile and Marble Company purchased finished
stone through Polycor. As new fabricators were

added, Polycor made recommendations as to
which fabricators could be used, but the
responsibility of vetting the companies

ultimately rested on TCTM. Relationships were
strengthened and expectations realized during

the many visits to the fabricator facilities. 

A large challenge did arise in CPS2  finding a
qualified fabricator to provide the complicated

Corinthian column capitals. Two important
elements/criteria were realized; 

1) Qualified to execute carved work
2) Capacity to meet the schedule

Because North American fabricators already on
board could not meet both of these criteria, the

solution was to engage a 20 year partner of
TCTM with expertise in decorative work.

Italmarble Pocai from Carrara, Italy was brought
aboard. 



FIELD MEASURE & SHOP
TICKETS

The success both financially and contractually of
the Minnesota State Capitol Restoration for Twin

City Tile and Marble Company was largely
contingent on the accuracy of the field measuring

and shop ticketing. With individual unit pricing
for stone ranging from $1,500.00 to $44,000.00,

errors in measuring would be costly. Another
important element was that Mark 1 Restoration
was required to perform all of their stone demo
before the arrival of the stone base on our shop
tickets. Errors in tickets would also mean errors

in Mark 1's demolition.
Because this was a unit price project, every stone
had its own shop ticket and unique number. The
individual stones selected by the architect were
measured and hand drawn while on the scaffold
or swingstage. Our field engineer coordinated

the offsite creation of digital shop tickets and full
size templates. After roughly two hundred (200)

tickets were created, they were  sent for
approval. Approval of the shop tickets resulted in

the start of fabrication. This sequence of
processing shop tickets was repeated until the

phase was complete. Measuring took place
through each season of Minnesota   there was

not a stoppage during the winter months. A
constant challenge our team faced was to make

no assumptions in measuring as there was no
consistency of sizes in the same elements.

No stones were alike for the 3,949 stones
fabricated. 1,600 full size templates were sent
to the five fabricators. The measuring was not
continuous, but when added together, the time

spent to measure the entire the facade and
dome was roughly one year and three months.



Example above - hand drawn sketch of a window sill

Example below - completed shop ticket of the window sill used by architects for approval, the
fabricators for stone production, and Mark 1 for installation.



CREATION OF MODELS
Most of the stones fabricated were made from tickets
and patterns and the term "low profiles" was given to

them.
Decorative stones such as capitals, scrolls, swags and

floral patterns were carved to match the original
stonework on the building. When two or more of

matching elements were required, full size models
were produced by our master carvers.  The contractor
would provide a scaffolding platform and our master
carver(s) would spend weeks creating a new element.

Replicating a single model, a pilaster capital for
example, hand carved by various craftsmen 110 years
ago and each pilaster capital slightly differing, proved
to be challenging for the entire team.  Communication
between the architects and master carvers was critical
as elements from various building profiles were copied

in the models. After models were approved, they
were airfreighted to either Italy or Canada to be

used by their fabricators.
3D Scanning and digitalizing was used once to expedite
a new element that could not afford the lead time of a

carved model. While the idea of bringing the 21st

century technology of digital templates was worth a
try, the end result was a mixed lot.  The scanned
model only reflected one element, whereas, our

carved models reflected the "spirit" of many elements.
Also, the scanned model reproduced deteriorated

elements and our master carvers had to rework the
scanned models to look like a new element.

"Twin City Tile and Marble Company occupied a pivotal
position on the Minnesota State Capitol team. They were
the nexus, tasked with coordinating the diverse demands
of a multifaceted team..."

  Ginny Lackovic, Architect, HGA



STONE PROCUREMENT &
QUALITY CONTROL

The stone procurement resembled anything but
a traditional stone project. Twin City Tile and

Marble Company coordinated the flow of
deliveries with Polycor and Italmarble Pocai. Mark

1 provided valuable input as the success of the
project was dependent on the steady flow of
stone to the jobsite to keep their crews fully
staffed.  Because of the demanding schedule,
stone was shipped in small loads by the North

American Producers  never shipping a full truck.
The distance between Italy and St Paul was

erased as airfreight was used for all work coming
from Italy. For the capital fabrication, Polycor

fabricated "mini blocks" based on sizes supplied
by TCTM. The blocks were sent to Italy by air,

fabricated and flown to St Paul for installation.

Quality control was less demanding than
expected for two main reasons: 

1) The stone selected was George White marble,
same as the original stone used in 1905. The new

stone portrayed the same color and
characteristics as the original stone. The range
was wide and very few stones were rejected. 

2) The quality of the fabrication also lead to the
successful installation durations by Mark 1. The

time spend selecting experienced fabricators and
producing accurate shop tickets resulted in less

than 1% remake rate for the entire project. 

"I have had the privilege of carving stone for almost ten
percent of the US Capitols. Twin City Tile and Marble's
attention to detail was so great, they had an almost null
error rate"

 - Margaret "Mimi" Moore, Master Stone Carver,
Montana



MASTER CARVING & BLENDING
Twin City Tile and Marbles involvement in the field

carving can be described in two distinct operations; field
blending and carving unique elements.

Since the project could not find or afford to have 30
master carvers, the stones needed to be shop fabricated

when possible. The capital pieces were completed to
nearly 90% with borders of square, unfinished stone
stock. Once installed, our carvers completed the final

10% of the stone by blending the new stone to the
existing surrounding stone.  Field blending required the

same pace as the Mark 1 installation. 
 The scaffold and heating costs were enormous on each

phase, thus giving us little time to complete our work
after the last stone was installed. A challenge from the

start to finish was to find qualified personnel to perform
the work. We met this challenge by finding local master
carvers, training our employees and hiring out of state

talent.
As stated earlier, there were unique stone elements
that were deteriorated beyond recognition. Because
some of these were oneofakind elements, models

were not produced. Instead, sized blocks were supplied
by Polycor and master carvers from Twin City Tile and

Marble Company would then artistically carve the
decorative stone to what it looked like in 1905. Since

the original stones were massive and provided a
structural element to the building, our stones were a

veneer, epoxied and doweled into place. A challenge for
the master carver was to produce a replica of what was

once an ornate carved stone and once again, a close
working relationship with the architects was required as

artists and architects collaborated to achieve the final
product.

"As the marble blocks were produced, a different set of
challenges was encountered as some replacements
required artistic carving of elaborate details, while other
repairs featured classic profiles produced by milling and
lathing equipment".

 - Paul Whitenack, Architect, WJE



Example above - Twin City Tile and Marble Company carvers Mark Wickstrom and Margaret
Moore blend new elements of a Corinthian capital to existing stone.

Example below - Mark Wickstrom carves a portion of a unique architectural element


